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The Gallup Report on "Religion in America - 1984" offers ten suggestions to strengthen the 
Church. Last week, we looked at the first three: the need to collect basic information about the 
church, the need to re-examine religious education programs, and the need to make greater and 
more creative use of television. The remaining suggestions also offer practical ideas. !
A fourth suggestion is to “improve the support system within the church so that the clergy can be 
free to spend more time in pastoral counseling." When unchurched people were asked what 
would bring them back to the church, a key answer was "if I can find a minister (priest, rabbi) 
with whom I can discuss my religious doubts and needs." The widespread concern over the 
threat of nuclear war and feelings of loneliness and estrangement create a need for spiritual 
counseling more prevalent today than ever before. !
Churches are asked, as a fifth suggestion, to be "alert to key factors in faith development." The 
experiences of having children, illness and death of loved ones are spiritually charged, yet many 
people with such life-changing religious experiences report they have no place to go. !
A sixth suggestion is "to encourage new vocations" whereby "greater efforts should be made by 
churches to match church and community needs with the time and talent of parishioners." Youth 
especially are looking for models for service and churches must develop new and creative 
outlets for Christian youth who are spiritually "all charged up" but have no place to go. Priests 
and religious have a special obligation to offer a model of service and encouragement if young 
people are to consider such vocations in the future. !
Americans are encouraged to read the Bible as the actual or inspired word of God. This is the 
seventh suggestion to strengthen the Church today. In Eastern Montana, I believe our three-
year program of spiritual renewal called RENEW has offered us the opportunity to become more 
aware of and acquainted with the Word of God which has been a real blessing. !
A key sign of an active and vital church is a highly developed program of evangelization and 
invitation. The eighth suggestion in the Report stresses "responsible evangelization." Such 
evangelization points out that church involvement can help "in dealing with the problems of life, 
by strengthening the religious and moral development of their children, in helping people 
understand the meaning of life, and in enriching one’s spiritual life." Persons who evangelize 
should be well trained and be good listeners. Often enough, the main way to have an 
unchurched person come to a house of worship is a simple invitation. !
The Report notes that today there is an increasing breakdown in people's relationships which 
has important spiritual implications. The ninth suggestion to build up the church is to encourage 
the formation "of small fellowship groups." Again, a personal observation would indicate that the 
RENEW experience in our Diocese is an excellent response to this suggestion.  
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A final and tenth suggestion to strengthen the Church today is to encourage “an optimistic 
outlook among Church members.” It is important to share the basic Christian message of hope 
despite the severe problems of contemporary society. Church leaders have a special obligation 
to share a vision of hope through their commitment and example. Such optimism will help 
overcome divisiveness and uncertainty. !
As we begin a new school year and the full round of activities in our diocese and parishes, I 
believe the 10 suggestions found in the Gallup Report are worth considering. As a faith 
community, we cannot tolerate complacency. As a People of God, we must seek ways to make 
our journey as a pilgrim people an experience of ever-deeper faith and commitment. To take it 
all for granted and to do nothing would surely be tragic! 
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